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Abstract. Numerous approaches study the vulnerability of networks
against social contagion. Graph burning studies how fast a contagion,
modeled as a set of fires, spreads in a graph. The burning process takes
place in synchronous, discrete rounds. In each round, a fire breaks out at
a vertex, and the fire spreads to all vertices that are adjacent to a burning
vertex. The selection of vertices where fires start defines a schedule that
indicates the number of rounds required to burn all vertices. Given a
graph, the objective of an algorithm is to find a schedule that minimizes
the number of rounds to burn graph. Finding the optimal schedule is
known to be NP-hard, and the problem remains NP-hard when the graph
is a tree or a set of disjoint paths. The only known algorithm is an
approximation algorithm for disjoint paths, which has an approximation
ratio of 1.5.
We present approximation algorithms for graph burning. For general
graphs, we introduce an algorithm with an approximation ratio of 3.
When the graph is a tree, we present another algorithm with approx-
imation ratio 2. Moreover, we consider a setting where the graph is a
forest of disjoint paths. In this setting, when the number of paths is con-
stant, we provide an optimal algorithm which runs in polynomial time.
When the number of paths is more than a constant, we provide two ap-
proximation schemes: first, under a regularity condition where paths have
asymptotically equal lengths, we show the problem admits an approxi-
mation scheme which is fully polynomial. Second, for a general setting
where the regularity condition does not necessarily hold, we provide an-
other approximation scheme which runs in time polynomial in the size
of the graph.
Keywords: Approximation Algorithms · Graph Algorithms · Graph
Burning Problem · Information Dissemination · Social Contagion
1 Introduction
Numerous efforts were initiated to characterize and analyze social contagion or
social influence in networks; see, for example, [7,15,28,29]. These studies investi-
gate the vulnerabilities and strengths of these networks against the spread of an
emotional state or other data, such as a meme or gossip. For example, there are
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studies that suggest emotional states can be transferred to others via emotional
contagion on Facebook; such emotional contagion is known to occur without
direct interaction between people and in the complete absence of nonverbal cues
[29].
The burning number [5,6] measures how prone a network is to fast social
contagion. In the burning protocol, like many other network protocols, data is
communicated between nodes in discrete rounds. The input is an undirected,
unweighted, finite simple graph. We say a node is burning if it has received
data. Initially, no vertex is burning. In each round, a burning vertex sends data
to all its neighbors, and all neighbors will be on fire at the end of the round;
this is consistent with the fact that a user in the network can expose all its
neighbours to a posted piece of data. In addition, in each given round, a new
fire starts at a non-burning vertex called an activator ; this can be interpreted
as a way to target additional users that initiate the contagion. Note that the
burning protocol does not provide a specified algorithm of how the fire spreads.
However, the algorithm can choose where to initiate the fire. The decisions of the
algorithm for the location of activators define a schedule that can be described
by a burning sequence: the ith member of the burning sequence indicates the
vertex at which a fire is started in round i. We say the graph is burned when all
vertices are on fire; that is, all members of the network have received the data.
Figure 1 provides an illustration of the burning process.
To understand how prone a graph is to the spread of data, we are interested in
schedules that minimize the number of rounds required to burn the whole graph.
The burning number of a given graph is the minimum such number; hence, an
optimal algorithm burns the graph in a number of rounds that is equal to the
burning number. Unfortunately, finding optimal solutions is NP-hard even for
elementary graph families [2]. The focus of this paper is to provide approximation
algorithms for burning graphs.
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Fig. 1. Burning a graph in three rounds using a schedule defined by burning sequence
〈A,B,C〉. The number on each vertex indicates the rounds at which the vertex becomes
a burning vertex. At round 1, a fire starts at A. At round 2, another fire starts at B
while the fire at A spreads to all neighbors of A. At round 3, the fire spreads to all
vertices except for C, where a new fire is started.
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Previous work
Bonato et al. [5,6] first introduced the burning process as a way to model spread
of contagion in a social network; they characterized the burning number for some
graph classes and proved some properties for the burning number. The results
of [31,32] extended these results for additional graph families and also studied a
variant of burning number in which the burning sequence is selected according
to some probabilistic rule. Bessy et al. [3] further studied the burning number
and proved that for a connected graph of size n the burning number is at most
2d√ne − 1 and conjectured that this number is indeed at most d√ne. They
proved better bounds for the burning number of trees. Land and Lu [30] slightly
improved the upper bound to
√
6
2
√
n. Sim et al. [38] provided tight bounds for
the burning number of generalized Petersen graphs. Bonato et al. [2] proved that
it is NP-hard to find a schedule that completes burning in the minimum number
of rounds (in time equal to the burning number). Interestingly, their hardness
result holds for basic graph families such as acyclic graphs with maximum degree
three, spider graphs, and path forests (that is, a disjoint union of paths).
There are numerous gossiping and broadcasting protocols that aim to model
the amount of time it takes to spread information throughout a given network.
For example, in the telephone model for gossiping, there is a distinguished orig-
inator that starts spreading the gossip. In a given round, each node that has
received a piece of data (gossip) can inform one of its neighbors via a phone call.
A gossip schedule defines the order in which each node informs its neighbors.
The goal of a schedule is to minimize the number of rounds required to inform
all vertices. This problem is known to be NP-hard [19,39] (in fact, APX-hard
[37]) and there is an approximation algorithm completes within a sublogarith-
mic factor of optimal schedule [14] (whether a constant approximation algorithm
exists is an open problem). We refer the reader to [21,33,35] for more results on
telephone broadcasting. It is evident that the telephone model is not suitable
for situations where a user can expose all its neighbors by posting a gossip and
without in-person communication with them. The Radio model is more relevant
in this context, where each informed vertex broadcasts the message to all its
neighbors; however, in this model, there is a pre-defined set of originators and it
is often assumed that vertices have limited information about graph structures
(see, for example, [12,20,27,34]).
Social contagion is important from a viral marketing perspective, based on
the observation that targeting a small set of users can have a cascading word-
of-mouth effect in a social network. Domingos and Richardson [13,36] define
influence maximization problems that aim to define a set of initially activated
user that can eventually influence a maximum members of the network. This
problem is known to be NP-hard. Kempe et al. provide several approximation
algorithms for several simple diffusion models [23,25] as well as a more general
decreasing cascade model, where a behaviour spreads in a cascading fashion
according to a probabilistic rule [24]. These results were followed by more ap-
proximation algorithms and inapproximability results for these models (see, for
example, [9,10,11]). We refer the reader to Kleinberg [26] for the economic as-
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pects of cascading behaviour on social networks. Note that besides the diffusion
model, the influence maximization problem is different from burning in the sense
that initial informed users start spreading data at the same time (while in burn-
ing they start one at a time).
Another problem related to graph burning is the Firefighter Problem, which
also assumes discrete, synchronous rounds. Given a graph G, at round 1, a fire
starts at a given node r of G. In each subsequent round, a firefighter can defend
one non-burning vertex while the fire spreads to all undefended neighbours of
each burning vertex. Once burning or defended, a vertex remains so for all sub-
sequent rounds. The process ends when the fire can no longer spread. The goal
of an algorithm (which we identify with a firefighter) is to defend a maximum
number of vertices that can be saved; that is, that are not burning at the end
of the process. Despite similarities in the underlying model, the objective in the
Firefighter problem is quite different from the burning problem. As expected,
the Firefighter problem is NP-hard [17], and it is known that no approximation
algorithms can achieve a factor of nα for any α < 1, assuming P 6= NP [1]. The
problem remains NP-hard for the trees [17]; however, there are constant-factor
approximation algorithms for trees (see, for example, [18,8]).
Contributions
The burning problem is NP-hard, which is not surprising as many related prob-
lems are NP-hard. However, the fact that the problem remains NP-hard for
elementary graph families such as path forests (that is, disjoint unions of paths)
raises questions about its computational complexity. In particular, we may ask
whether there is a polynomial algorithm that has a constant approximation ratio.
Bonato and Lidbetter [4] answered this question for path forests in the affirma-
tive by introducing a 3/2-approximation algorithm. The problem remained open
for other graph families. This question is particularly interesting because it has
different answers for similar problems (as described in the previous section): for
telephone broadcasting, it remains open whether there is a constant approxima-
tion algorithm. For influence maximization, there is a constant approximation
algorithm, while for the Firefighter problem, it is NP-hard to achieve a sublinear
approximation ratio.
In this paper, we show that there is indeed a simple polynomial algorithm
with constant approximation ratio of at most 3 for any graph. Our algorithm
is intuitive and runs in time O(m log n) for a graph with n vertices and m
edges. When the graph is a tree, we present another algorithm with improved
approximation ratio of 2. Finally, we consider the problem when the graph is
a path forest. In case the graph is formed by a constant number of paths, we
present a dynamic programming algorithm that creates an optimal solution in
polynomial time. When the number of paths is not a constant, we provide two
approximation schemes. The first scheme works under a regularity condition
which implies the lengths of paths are asymptotically equal. For this scheme, we
reduce the problem to the bin covering problem to achieve a fully polynomial
time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for the problem. For the general setting,
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when there is no assumption on the length of the paths, we use a different
approach to present a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) which
runs in time polynomial in the size of the graph.
2 Approximation Algorithm for Burning Graphs
In this section, we devise an approximation algorithm with approximation factor
of 3 for the burning problem. Throughout the section, we use G = (V,E) to
denote an input graph and Opt to denote the optimal algorithm for the problem.
We use Opt(G) to denote the burning number of G. We begin with the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. For a positive integer r, if there are r vertices at pairwise distance
at least 2r− 1, then any burning schedule requires at least r rounds to complete.
Proof. Let x1, x2, . . . , xr be r vertices of pairwise distance at least 2r − 1. For
each xi, consider the ball of radius r − 1 formed by vertices of distance at most
r − 1 from xi. Since the distance of xi and any xj is at least 2r − 1, their balls
do not intersect. Assume there is a schedule that completes in at most r − 1
rounds. That schedule should have a fire started inside each ball (a fire started
at a distance r or more reaches xi after at least r rounds). Hence, at least r
fires must be started, which implies the burning completes in at least r rounds.
This contradicts the initial assumption that the schedule completes within r− 1
rounds.
We devise a procedure Burn-Guess(G, g) that receives a ‘guess’ value g for
the number of rounds required to burn graph G. The output of Burn-Guess is
one of the following.
1. A schedule that completes burning in at most 3g − 3 rounds.
2. ‘Bad-Guess’ that guarantees any schedule requires at least g rounds to com-
plete.
To devise an approximation algorithm, it suffices to find the smallest guess
value g∗ so that Burn-Guess(g∗) returns a schedule (which implies Burn-Guess(g∗−
1) returns Bad-Guess). In this way, the returned schedule completes in at most
3g∗−3 rounds while Opt requires at least g∗−1 rounds to complete. This results
in an algorithm with approximation ratio of at most 3.
Burn-Guess processes vertices one-by-one in an arbitrary order and maintains
a set of ‘centers’ that is initially empty. When processing a vertex v, the algorithm
checks the distance of v to its closest center. If such distance is at most 2g − 2,
then v is marked as ‘non-center’; otherwise, v is added to the set of centers. In this
way, all centers are at pairwise distance of at least 2g − 1. After processing any
vertex, if the number of centers becomes equal to g, then Burn-Guess returns
Bad-Guess. When all vertices are processed, the algorithm returns a schedule
defined by a burning sequence formed by an arbitrary ordering of centers.
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Lemma 2. If Burn-Guess(G, g) returns Bad-Guess, then there is no burning
schedule for G that completes in less than g number of rounds.
Proof. Burn-Guess returns Bad-Guess if the number of centers becomes equal
to g. Since all centers are at pairwise distance of at least 2g − 1, we have that
there are g vertices at pairwise distance of 2g − 1 or more. Applying Lemma 1,
we conclude that any burning schedule requires at least g rounds to burn the
graph.
Lemma 3. If Burn-Guess(G, g) returns a burning sequence, then the burning
of that sequence completes in at most 3g − 3 rounds.
Proof. All non-center vertices are at distance at most 2g−2 of at least one center.
Recall that the burning schedule uses centers as activators. The fire starts at the
last center at round g− 1; all vertices within distance 2g− 2 of that center burn
by round 3g− 3. We conclude that all non-center vertices burn by round 3g− 3.
We now arrive at our main result.
Theorem 1. There is a polynomial algorithm with approximation ratio of at
most 3 for burning any graph G = (V,E).
Proof. Let n = |V |. The algorithm finds the smallest value g∗ for which Burn-
Guess returns a schedule (g∗ ≤ n). By Lemma 3, the schedule returned by
Burn-Guess completes in at most 3g∗ − 3 rounds. Meanwhile, since Burn-Guess
returns Bad-Guess for g∗ − 1, be Lemma 2, no schedule completes in less than
g∗ − 1 rounds.
It is not hard to see the upper bound in Theorem1 is tight. Consider the
graph in Figure 2, where c1, . . . , ck are the centers selected by the algorithm.
Note the pairwise distance between any two centers is 2k and the distance of a
non-center and a center is at most 2k−2. So, Burn-Guess returns a schedule when
its parameter is g = k while it returns Bad-Guess when g = k − 1. Assuming
centers are burned in the same order, the cost of the algorithm is 3k − 2 (a fire
starts at ck at round k and reaches b at round 3k− 2). On the other hand, there
is a better scheme that burns vertex a at round 1 and burns the middle point
of the path p between ck and b at round 2. This scheme burns all vertices by
round k + 1. Consequently, the approximation ratio of the algorithm is at least
3k−2
k+1 which converges to 3 for large values of g.
A straightforward implementation of the Burn-Guess uses breadth-first traver-
sal of the graph. Starting with an unvisited node v, we add v to the set of centers
and apply breath first to visit all vertices within distance 2g−2 of v. After reach-
ing ‘depth’ of 2g−2, we stop the breath search and pick another unvisited vertex
as the next center and start another breath first traversal. This process contin-
ues until all vertices are visited or the number of centers exceeds g. Clearly, any
edge is visited at most once and hence Burn-Guess runs in time O(m). Since
Burn-Guess is called O(log n) times (via a binary search in the space of g), we
conclude that our algorithm for burning graphs runs in time O(m log n).
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Fig. 2. An instance for which the scheme by the burning algorithm takes three times
more rounds than the optimal algorithm to burn the graph.
The above implementation is useful when the order in which vertices are
processed is not defined by the algorithm. This is particularly handy when
Burn-Guess has to work based on partial information; for example, a parallel
setting where only a partition of the input graph is available to each processor.
When there is no such restriction, we can apply optimizations like selecting the
point located at the maximum distance to all current centers as the next cen-
ter (this is similar to farthest-first algorithm for the metric k-center problem;
see, for example, [40]). While this optimization is likely to improve the approxi-
mation ratio (albeit with analysis techniques which would be more involved) it
degrades the running time: an efficient implementation of requires pre-computing
all-pair shortest-path distances in O(mn + n2 log n) using Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Provided with these distances, running an instance of Burn-Guess(G, g) takes
O(ng), which is O(n2) for general graphs (and O(n3/2) for connected graphs
since g ∈ O(√n) when the graph is connected). Burn-Guess is called O(log n)
times, which gives a total time complexity of O(n2 log n). This complexity is
dominated by the O(mn+ n2 log n) of pre-computing pair-wise distances.
3 Approximation Algorithm for Trees
In this section, we show that there is an algorithm with an approximation ratio
of at most 2 for burning a tree T . In a way analogous to general graphs, the
algorithm is based on a procedure Burn-Guess-Tree(T, g) that guarantees the
following for a given guess value g.
1. If the algorithm returns Bad-Guess, then any schedule for burning T requires
at least g rounds to complete.
2. If the algorithm returns a schedule for burning T , then that schedule com-
pletes in at most 2g rounds.
It is evident that, provided with the above guarantees, the schedule returned
for the smallest value of g completes within twice the optimal schedule.
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Given an input tree T , Burn-Guess-Tree(T, g) selects an arbitrary node s as
the root of the tree. The level of a node v is the distance of v to s and the
k-ancestor of v is the vertex at distance k from v on its path to the root. The
procedure works in a number of steps and maintains a set of centers as well as a
set of marked vertices. Initially, the set of centers is empty, and all vertices are
unmarked. At the beginning of a step i (where i ≤ g), the algorithm finds an
unmarked vertex v with the highest level. If the level of v is at least g, then the
g-ancestor of v is added to the set of centers; otherwise, the root of T is added to
the set of centers. Meanwhile, all vertices within distance g of the added center
are marked. The procedure continues until all vertices are marked. In this case,
the algorithm returns a burning sequence defined by an arbitrary ordering of
centers as activators. If the number of centers becomes larger than g before all
vertices are marked, then the algorithm returns Bad-Guess. Figure 3 illustrates
the Burn-Guess-Tree procedure.
Lemma 4. If Burn-Guess-Tree(T, g) returns a burning sequence, then the burn-
ing of that sequence completes in at most 2g rounds.
Proof. Since all vertices are marked, they are all within distance g of a cen-
ter. In the returned schedule, a fire is activated at all centers by round g, and
consequently, all vertices are burned by round 2g.
Define a ‘g-site partition’ as a set of at most g vertices, called g ‘sites’, so that
every vertex is within distance g of its closest site. We say that the tree admits
the ‘g-site condition’ if it has a g-site partition. Clearly, in order to burn a tree
in less than g rounds, the tree should pass the g-site condition; otherwise, any
set of at most g activators leaves a vertex outside of combination of the spheres
of all the activators and hence, the burning process cannot complete within g
rounds.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of Burn-Guess-Tree with parameter g = 2. The tree is rooted
at s. The first selected vertex is A and the first center is c1. The next unmarked vertex
with maximum level is B and c2 is selected as the next center. At this point, since there
are still unmarked vertices (nodes that are not highlighted), the algorithm returns Bad-
Guess. In the next iteration with g = 3, the algorithm returns a schedule formed by
the parent of c1 and s.
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Lemma 5. If Burn-Guess-Tree(T, g) returns Bad-Guess, then T does not admit
g-site condition.
Proof. Consider otherwise; that is, there is a g-site partitioning P defined by
at most g sites so that every vertex in the tree is within distance g of one of
the sites in P . We show that it is possible to update P so that it is still a
g-site partitioning while having the set of g activators selected by Burn-Guess-
Tree(T, g) as its set of sites. If that it is true, then every vertex is within distance
g of the g centers selected by the algorithm. However, we know at the time Bad-
Guess was returned, there was an unmarked node at distance more than g of
the closest center (contradiction).
Let c1, c2, . . . , cg be the centers selected by Burn-Guess-Tree (in the same
order they are selected). We iteratively update P by including these centers in
its set of sites. At the beginning of iteration i, P has c1, . . . , ci−1 in it set of
sites. In Burn-Guess-Tree, vertices at distance g of these centers are marked.
Let v be the unmarked vertex with maximum distance from a marked node; so,
following the definition of the Burn-Guess-Tree, ci is the g-ancestor of v. Since
P is a g-site partitioning, it should have a site c′ within distance g of v. Note
that such site cannot be any of cj with j < i since v is unmarked. We argue that
if c′ is replaced with ci in S, the partitioning still remains a g-site partitioning.
For that, we show unmarked vertices within distance g of c′ form a subset of
unmarked vertices within distance g of ci. Consider otherwise; that is, there is an
unmarked vertex w at distance more than g of ci and within distance g of c
′. If
w is in the tree rooted at ci, then level of w will be more than v that contradicts
v being the unmarked vertex with the highest level. Next assume w is outside
of the tree rooted at ci. Since w has distance more than g to ci and is within
distance g of c′, we conclude that c′ should be outside of the tree rooted at ci;
this contradicts v being within distance g of c′ (since ci is at distance g of v).
To summarize, after replacing c′ with ci in P , the partitioning remains a g-site
partitioning. After repeating this process g times, P will be a g-site partitioning
formed by the g centers selected by Burn-Guess-Tree that is a contradiction as
mentioned above.
Theorem 2. There is a polynomial time algorithm with approximation ratio of
at most 2 for burning a tree.
Proof. The algorithm finds the smallest value g∗ for which Broad-Guess-Tree
returns a schedule. By Lemma 4, such a schedule burns the graph in at most
2g∗ rounds. Meanwhile, since Burn-Guess-Tree returns Bad-Guess for g∗− 1, by
Lemma 5, the tree does not have any (g∗ − 1)-site partition and hence, the cost
of Opt is more than g∗ − 1. In summary, the cost of the algorithm is at most
2g∗, and the cost of the optimal solution is at least g∗.
4 Algorithms for Disjoint Paths
Consider the burning problem when the input is a disjoint forest of paths. This
problem is NP-hard and a 1.5 approximation exists for it [4]. In this section, we
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present exact and approximation algorithms for this problem. When the graph
is formed by a constant number of paths, we provide an exact algorithm that
runs in polynomial time. For the more interesting case when the graph is formed
by a non-constant number of paths, we provide two approximation schemes for
the problem. Throughout the section, we assume the input is a graph of size n
formed by b paths of length n1, n2, . . . , nb, where ni ≤ ni+1.
Constant Number of Disjoint Paths We show that when the number of
disjoint paths is constant, there is a polynomial time algorithm which provides
optimal solution. We call a graph G an r-subset of graph G′ if both G and G′
are formed by b disjoint paths of the same lengths, except for one path p which
has length x in G and length x+ i in G′ for some i in the range [0, 2r + 1].
Lemma 6. A graph G′ formed by a forest of disjoint paths can be burned in t
rounds if and only if it has a t-subset G which can be burned in t− 1 rounds.
Proof. Assume G′ can be burned in t rounds. Remove all vertices burned through
the fire started at round 1. There will be at most 2t+ 1 such vertices. Removing
them will form a t-subset of G and the same schedule can be used to burn that
subgraph in t−1 rounds. Next, assume G′ has a t-subset G which can be burned
in t−1 rounds. To burn G′, we use the same schedule for burning G except that
at round 1 a fire is started at a node at distance t of one endpoint of path p
which differentiates the two graphs. By round t, 2t+ 1 vertices at distance t of
that node are burned. The remaining vertices that form G can be burned in t
rounds following the same burning schedule for G.
The above lemma helps us devise a straightforward dynamic programming
solution. We fill a table of size polynomial to n (size of the graph) which has a
boolean entry for each graph formed by b paths of total size at most n and for
each deadline value τ (which is at most n). Such entry indicates whether the
graph can be burned in τ rounds. Using Lemma 6, we can fill the table in a
bottom-up approach. Additional bookkeeping when filling the table leads us to
the optimal burning scheme.
Theorem 3. Given a graph of size n formed by a forest of b = Θ(1) disjoint
paths, there is an algorithm that generates an optimal burning scheme. The time
complexity of the algorithm is polynomial in n.
Proof. Consider a dynamic-programming table A of dimension b + 1. Here,
A[t][x1][x2] . . . [xb] is a boolean value which indicates whether it is possible to
burn a forest of b paths within t rounds, where the first path of the forest has
length x1, the second path has length x2, and so on. In other words, an entry
in the table is associated with a deadline time t (first dimension) and a graph
formed by b disjoint paths (subsequent b dimensions). Note that the first dimen-
sion takes values between 1 and n (the upper bound for burning time), while any
other dimension takes values between 1 and nb, where nb is the maximum length
of any path. Consequently, the size of the table is O(nb+1), which is polynomial
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in n for constant values of b. To find the optimal burning time, after filling
the table, find the smallest t∗ for which A[t∗][n1][n2] . . . [nb] is True; recall that
n1, . . . , nb are the lengths of paths in the input forest. Additional bookkeeping
when filling the table leads us to the optimal burning scheme which completes
in t∗ rounds.
Next, we describe how to fill the table. Assume the table is processed (filled)
for values up to t−1 for the first dimension; that is, the entries for graphs which
can be burned within deadline t− 1 are set to True. By Lemma 6, graphs with
True entries for deadline t have a t-subset with True entry for deadline t − 1.
Hence, for any entry with True value associated with deadline t−1 and graph G′,
we set all entries associated with deadline t and graphs having G′ as a t-subset
to be True. In other words, if entry A[t − 1][x1][x2] . . . [xb] is true, then for any
j ≤ b, the entry A[t][x1][x2] . . . [xj + i] . . . x[b] will be set to True for i ≤ 2t−1. In
doing so, we also record the value of j. In this fashion, we can retrieve a burning
schedule by looking at the index of the path at which a fire is started in each
given round.
FPTAS for Non-constant Number of Regular Disjoint Paths In this
section, we use a reduction to the bin covering problem to show the burning
problem admits a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) when
the input graph is formed by a non-constant number of ‘regular’ disjoint paths.
Here, we assume the paths are regular in the sense that the lengths of all paths
are asymptotically equal. The bin covering problem is the dual to the classic bin
packing problem and can be defined as follows.
Definition 1. The input to the bin covering problem is a multi-set of items with
sizes in the range (0,1]. The goal is to ‘cover’ a maximum number of size 1 with
these items. By covering a bin, we mean assigning a multiset of items with total
size at least 1 to the bin.
Bin covering is NP-hard [16]; but there is an FPTAS for the problem:
Lemma 7. [22] There is an algorithm A that, given a multiset L of n items
with sizes s(ai) ∈ (0, 1] and a positive number 0 > 0, produces a bin covering
of L such that A(L) ≥ (1− 0)OPT (L), assuming OPT (L) is sufficiently large.
The time complexity of A is polynomial in n and 1/0.
To provide an FPTAS for the burning problem on regular disjoint paths, we
reduce the problem to the bin covering problem. Before presenting the reduction,
we state two lemmas with respect to the bin covering problem:
Lemma 8. Assume two bins B1 and B2 are covered with a multiset of items so
that B1 only includes items of sizes at most 1/3 and B2 includes two items of
size at least 2/3. It is possible to modify the covering so that each bin has an
item of size at least 2/3 and both bins are still covered.
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Proof. Since all items in B1 have size at most 1/3, it is possible to select a subset
S of these items which has total size in (1/3, 2/3] (start with an empty S and
repeatedly add items until the total size is in the desired range). Move items of
S from B1 to B2 and move an item of size at least 2/3 from B2 to B1. Both bins
will be covered in the result and each contain an item of size at least 2/3.
Lemma 9. If we remove a multiset of total size x from an instance of bin cov-
ering, then the number of covered bins in the optimal packing reduces by at least
x/2.
Proof. If we remove a multiset of items with total size at least 1, then the number
of covered bins decreases by at least 1. Otherwise, if removing a set of items with
total size at least 1 does not reduce the number of covered bins, then these items
can cover a new bin without impacting coverage of other bins. This contradicts
the optimality assumption for the covering. Given as multiset of total size x, we
can partition it into x/2 multisets of total size in [1, 2) (this is possible because all
items have size at most 1). Repeating the above argument x/2 times completes
the proof.
Consider an instance I of the graph burning problem formed by b paths
P1, . . . , Pb of lengths n1, n2, . . . , nb such that ni ≤ ni+1. Let mi = d(ni + 1)/2e
and C = 3mb. We define the k-instance of bin covering associated with I as
an instance of bin covering formed by b ‘large’ items {p1, . . . , pb}, where pi has
size 1 −mi/C for 1 ≤ i ≤ b. We also define k ‘small’ items {q1, . . . , qk}, where
qj has size min{j/C, 1/3} for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Note that all large items have size
at least 2/3 and small items have size at most 1/3. Also note that large items
appear in same way for any value of k in the k-instances of the bin covering
problem. Figure 4 illustrates this construction. Since paths are regular, the size
large items is upper-bounded by a constant c∗ = 1 −m1/(3mb) which we refer
to as the canonical constant of the graph burning instance. Intuitively, burning
the b disjoint paths is translated to covering b bins. By Lemma 8, the b large
items can be placed in distinct bins without changing the number of covered
bins. The remaining space of bins (to be covered) translates to paths of different
length that should be burned. Small items are associated with the radii of the
fires started at different rounds. These intuitions are formalized in the following
two lemmas:
Lemma 10. Given a solution for the k-instance of bin covering that covers at
least b bins, one can find, in polynomial time, a burning scheme that completes
in at most k rounds.
Proof. Given the solution for bin covering, we apply Lemma 8 to ensure that
there are b bins that each include exactly one large item (this is possible because
large items have size at least 2/3 and small items have size at most 1/3). Call
the resulting bins B1, . . . , Bb, where Bi is the bin that includes the large item pi.
Let Si be the set of small items in Bi. We associate items in Si with activators in
a burning schedule. Assume initially all vertices are unmarked. We process small
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items in the solution for bin covering in the following manner. If qj (1 ≤ j ≤ k)
appears in set Si in the covering solution, then at time k − j we start a fire
at distance j of the left-most marked node in path Pi and mark any node at
distance j of it. In this wya, by the end of round k all marked nodes will be
burned. Since the total size of items in Si is at leas mi/C, the number of marked
vertices by the time k would be 2mi + 1 ≥ ni; that is, all vertices will be burned
by the end of round k.
5 4 23 16 2 43 5 6
6 5 34 27 3 54 6 7
13 12 1011 914 10 1211 13 14
15 14 1213 1115 10 1211 13 14
14 15 1415 1315 12 1211 13 14
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3
2 4
1
B1                  B2                  B3                     B4
q1 = 1/12
q2 = 2/12
q3 = 3/12
p1 = 11/12
p2 = 9/12 p3 = 8/12 p4 = 8/12
q2 = 5/12
bin size (1) q3 = 4/12
Fig. 4. A burning scheme for an instance of the burning problem on disjoint paths
(left) and the equivalent covering for the 5-instance of the covering problem (right).
Here, we have m1 = 1,m2 = 3,m3 = 4, and m4 = 4.
Lemma 11. Given a burning scheme that completes within k − 1 rounds, it is
possible to create a solution for the k-instance of bin covering, in polynomial
time, so that at least b bins are covered in the solution.
Proof. We say an edge is burned if its both endpoints are burned. Since the
burning scheme completes in at most k− 1 rounds, we can burn all edges within
k rounds even if the lengths of all paths is increased by 2.
Consider a path Pi of length ni. Assume the burning schedule starts fires
at rounds k − y1, k − y2, . . . , k − yt in Pi. Note that a fire started at round x
burns at most 2(k−x) edges within k rounds. Hence, if Y denotes the total sum
of yj ’s, then at most 2Y edges are burned by round k. Since all edges can be
burned within k rounds even in a longer path of ni + 2 vertices, we have that
2Y ≥ ni + 1; that is Y ≥ mi.
We create a solution for the covering problem as follows. Place the large items
in separate bins, and let Bi be the large bin at which pi is placed. Recall that
fires at the path Pi are started at rounds k − y1, . . . , k − yt. Consider the set
Qi = {min{y1/C, 1/3}, . . . ,min{yt/C, 1/3}}, which is a subset of small items in
the covering instance. We place items in Qi in the bin that contains large item
pi. Next, we show the total size of items in the bin Bi is at least 1. First, note
that if any item in Qi has size 1/3, since pi has size at least 2/3, the total size
of these two items will be 1 and we are done. Next, assume all items in S are
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smaller than 1/3; that is, Qi = {y1/C, . . . , yt/C}. The total size of items in Qi
is equal to Y/C which is at least mi/C. So, the total size of items in the bin will
be at least mi/C (for small items) plus 1 −mi/C (for the large item bi) which
sums to at least 1. In summary, for any i ≤ k, if we can burn edges in path Pi
within k rounds, we can cover the bin Bi with small items associated with the
rounds at which Pi is burned.
We repeatedly apply the FPTAS of Lemma 7 (with a carefully chosen value
of 0) to find the smallest k such that, for the k-instance of bin covering, the
FPTAS returns a solution that covers at least b bins. By Lemma 10, such solution
can be converted to a burning scheme. Using Lemmas 11,9, we can show that
this solution runs achieves approximation ratio of 1 +  while running in time
polynomial in both n and 1/. More formally, we can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4. Given a graph of size n formed by a forest of b = ω(1) regular
disjoint paths and a positive value , there is an algorithm that generates a burn-
ing scheme that completes within a factor 1 +  of an optimal scheme. The time
complexity of the algorithm is polynomial in both n and 1/.
Proof. Define 0 =
(1−c∗)
4+(5−c∗) (recall that c
∗ is the canonical constant of the
regular instance of the burning problem). Find the smallest k such that for the
k-instance of bin covering, the FPTAS of Lemma 7 with parameter 0 returns
a solution that covers at least b bins. Let that value of k be k∗. By Lemma 10,
that solution can be converted, in polynomial time, to a burning scheme that
completes in k∗ rounds. Note that the total size of small items in the k∗-instance
is k∗(k∗+1)/(2C), and the total size of large items is at most bc∗. Since b bins are
covered, we conclude that k∗(k∗+ 1)/(2C) ≥ b− bc∗; that is bCk∗(k∗+1) ≤ 12(1−c∗) .
This implies that for large values of k we have bck′2 <
1
1−c∗ where k
′ = k∗− 1 (we
refer to this fact later).
Next, we provide a lower bound for the cost of Opt. Since k∗ is smallest value
for which the FPTAS failed to cover b bins in the k′-instance of bin covering, by
Lemma 7, an optimal covering algorithm Opt cannot cover more than b/(1−0)
bins in the k′-instance. Let 1 = 0/(1 − 0) . So, Opt cannot cover more than
b(1+1) bins in the k
′-instance. Let α = (1−2)k′, where 2 = 41−c∗ 1. We claim
that Opt cannot cover b bins in the α-instance of the bin covering problem. If this
claim is true, then there is no burning scheme that completes within α−1 rounds;
otherwise, by Lemma 11 that burning scheme yields to a covering solution that
covers b bins of the α-instance of the bin covering problem. In summary, we will
have a burning scheme that completes in k∗ rounds while an optimal burning
algorithm requires α − 1 rounds to burn the graph. This gives an approximate
ratio of k∗/(α− 1) which approaches to 11−2 = 1 + 40(1−0)(1−c∗)−40 = 1 +  for
large values of k∗. Note that, since k∗ is lower-bounded by the number of paths,
we have k∗ ∈ ω(1).
It remains to show that an optimal covering algorithm cannot cover b bins
in the α-instance of bin covering. Note that the α-instance is similar to the k′-
instance except that, among the small items, the 2k
′ largest items are missing.
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Call these items critical items. We claim that the total size of critical items,
denoted by X, is at least 21b. For now assume it is true; by Lemma 9, removing
items with total size at least X decreases the number of covered bins in an
optimal solution of the k′-instance by at least X/2. Thus, if it is possible to
cover b bins in the α-instance then it is possible to cover at least b + 1b bins
in the k′-instance, which we know is not possible. We conclude that we cannot
cover b bins in the α-instance. We are just left to show X > 21b. We have
X = k′2(22 − 22)/2C + k′2/2C > k′22/2C. Therefore, it suffices to have
k′22/2C > 21b; that is, 2 > 4bck′2 1. We previously observed that
bc
k′2 <
1
1−c∗ .
So, the inequality holds as long as 2 ≥ 41−c∗ 1.
PTAS for the General Case of Non-Constant Disjoint Paths In this
section, we use a direct approach to provide a PTAS for graphs formed by non-
constant number of disjoint paths. Unlike previous section, we do not make any
assumption on the length of the paths, in particular, the length of paths can be
asymptotically larger than the number of paths. We note that when regularity
condition holds, the result of the previous section is stronger as the provided
algorithm is fully polynomial.
Assume the graph is formed by b disjoint paths, each of length at most n. An
instance of the decision variant of the burning problems has a parameter g and
asks whether it is possible to burn the graph with fires started at times 1, 2 . . . , g.
We define the radius of a fire started at round t as g− t+ 1; so an instance I(g)
of the decision problem asks whether it is possible to burn the graph with fires
of radii 1, 2, . . . , g. Given a constant integer k, we form at most k + 1 groups
of fires, each containing fires of close radii such that the difference in the radii
of any two fire in a group is at most β = bg/kc (there will be β fires in each
group, except potentially the last one). Based on this grouping, we define two
new instances of the decision problem: in the weak instance I ′(g, k), the fires of
the first group (with smallest radii) are removed and the radii of fires of other
groups is rounded to the smallest radius in the group. In the strong instance
I ′′(g, k) the radii are rounded up to the largest radius in the group. Note that
in both weak and strong instances, there are k+ 1 radius sizes, and each fire has
radius at least bg/kc + 1. Also, note that if we remove the β fires of largest radii
from the strong instance I ′′(g, k), the result will be the weak instance I ′(g, k).
We prove the following lemma, which will be later applied on the weak instances
of the problem.
Lemma 12. Consider an instance of the burning problem on disjoint paths in
which there are g fires each having a radius among k+ 1 possible radii for some
constant k so that each radius is in the range (bg/kc, g]. There is an algorithm
that answers the problem with the following guarantees. If the answer is ‘yes’,
then it is possible to burn the graph with the fires in the instances. If the answer
is ‘no’, then there is a number p ∈ o(g) so that it is not possible to burn the
graph when the p fires of largest radii are removed.
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Proof. Assume there are n vertices in the graph. We divide the paths in the
graph into short paths with length O(g) and long paths with length ω(g). If the
number of long paths is Ω(g), the algorithms sends no: there are ω(g2) vertices
in the graph while the maximum number of vertices that can be burned with the
instance is O(g2). Next, assume the number of long paths is p where p ∈ o(g).
Also, assume the number of paths is at most g; otherwise, the algorithm returns
‘no’ as there is no way to burn more than g disjoint paths with g fires. In order
to achieve the desired guarantees, we exhaustively check all possible burning
schemes for short paths and use a simple strategy to burn long paths. Assume
all short paths have length at most αg for some constant α. Since all fires have
radius more than g/k, it suffices to use at most dαk/2e fires to burn each path.
So, for each path, we have at most dαk/2e fires each having one of the k possible
radii. There are τ =
(dαk/2e+k
k
)
ways to assign fires to each path; define each
such assignment a ‘fire schedule’ for a path. Note that τ is a constant. There are
at most g short paths each taking one of the possible τ fire schedules. So, there
are
(
g+τ
τ
)
ways to assign fire schedules to these paths; this value is polynomial
in g as τ is constant. We conclude that there is a polynomial number of possible
burning schedules for short paths. For each such schedule for the short paths,
we complete the burning by using the fires absent in the schedule to burn long
paths. We process these fires in an arbitrary order and assign them one by one
to the long paths. A fire of radius r burns up to 2r − 1 vertices. When this
fire is assigned to a path, 2r − 1 vertices in the path are declared ‘burned’ and
the process continues until all vertices in the path are burned, after which the
fires are assigned to burn the next path. This process continues until all paths
are burned, in which case the algorithm returns ‘yes’. If we run out of fires and
not all paths are burned, the burning schedule for the short paths is not useful
and the process continues by checking the next schedule for short paths. If all
schedules for short paths are checked and for all of them we fail to burn long
paths with the remaining fires, the algorithm returns ‘no’.
Next, we show the algorithm provides the desired guarantees. First, if the
algorithm returns ‘yes’, then there has been a schedule to burn short paths and
the remaining fires have successfully burned the long paths. Hence, there is a
schedule for fires in the instance that burns the whole graph. Next, assume the
algorithm returns ‘no’; we claim no algorithm can burn the graph using the same
fires when the p fires with the largest radii are removed (recall that p ∈ o(g) is
the number of long paths). Consider otherwise, that is, assume it is possible to
burn the graphs with the mentioned fires. The burning schedule for assigning
fires to short paths in such solution S is checked also by the algorithm. The
difference is that the algorithm assigns fires to long paths differently from S.
Since the algorithm returns ‘no’, it fails to cover all paths with fires. Hence, if
we remove the last fire assigned to each path by the algorithm, the number of
vertices that can be burned by the remaining fires will be less than the total
size of long paths. Consequently, if we remove the p fires with the largest radii,
the remaining fires do not suffice to burn the long paths. In summary, if we
assign fires to short paths in the same way that S does and remove the largest
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p fires from the rest of fires, the remaining fires cannot burn long paths. This
contradicts our assumption that S can burn all graphs with the same fires.
Theorem 5. Given a graph of size n formed by a forest of b = ω(1) disjoint
paths and a positive value , there is an algorithm that generates a burning
scheme that completes within a factor 1 +  of an optimal scheme. The time
complexity of the algorithm is polynomial in n.
Proof. Let k = d1/e+ 1. We exhaustively apply Lemma 12 to find the smallest
value of g so that the algorithm of the lemma returns ‘yes’ for the weak instance
I ′(g, k) of the problem. Since the graph can be burned with such weak instance,
it can be burned with the actual instance formed by fires of radii (1, 2, . . . , g)
(this only involves increasing the radii of fires in the solution provided by the
weak instance). So, we can burn the graph in g rounds. Next we provide a lower
bound for Opt.
Since the algorithm returns ‘no’ for the weak instance I ′(g−1, k), by Lemma
12, it is not possible to burn the graph with fires in the weak-instance in which
p ∈ o(g) largest fires are removed for some value of p. Recall that the weak
instance I ′(g − 1, k) is similar to the strong instance I ′′(g − 1, k) in which β =
b(g − 1)/kc fires of largest radii are removed. We conclude that, the strong
instance I ′′(g−1, k) in which β−o(g) fires with largest radii are removed cannot
burn the graph. Meanwhile, such strong instance is similar to the regular instance
formed by fires of radii 1, 2, . . . , g − 1 − β − o(g) in which some fires radii is
increased. We conclude that it is not possible to burn the graph in g−1−β−o(g)
rounds. This implies Opt ≥ g(1− 1/k)− o(g). The ratio between the cost of the
algorithm and Opt approaches to gg(1−1/k) = 1 + 1/(k − 1), which is at most
1 + .
Concluding Remarks
For general graphs, we provided an approximation algorithm with constant fac-
tor of 3. This result shows the burning problem is different from problems such
as the Firefighter problem that do not admit constant approximations. The
approximation factor is likely to be improved. However, such improvement re-
quires a different (and more involved) argument that improves the lower bounds
of Lemma 1 for the cost of Opt.
It is not clear whether the burning problem admits a PTAS or is APX-
hard for general graphs. A potential APX-hardness proof requires an approach
different from the current reductions which are confined to input graphs that
are forests of paths. Recall that we showed there is a PTAS for these instances.
As the existing negative results are confined to sparse, disconnected graphs, and
since a PTAS exists for disjoint forests of paths, it might be possible that a PTAS
exists for general graphs. We note that the hardness results concerning similar
problems such as k-center and dominating set problems cannot be applied to
show APX-hardness of the burning problem.
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